Medical and Inclement Weather Plan

**Nearest Hospital**
Name: North Memorial Health Urgency Center  
Address: 11855 Ulysses St NE #120, Blaine, MN 55434  
Phone Number: 763-785-8500  
Map Link: [Directions from National Sports Center to North Memorial Health Urgency Center](#)

**Medical Services provided at tournament**
We will have a large medical staff of trainers overseen by physicians. Staff will provide with preventative care like taping and also will be able to assess and evaluate injuries.

**Where will the medical staff be at the event**
Medical headquarters will be in the pavilion located north of Lot D between fields J2 and K1. There will be other locations during the event depending on field utilization at different times.

**How can teams contact the medical staff**
Volunteers will have radios that can reach medical staff.

**How will event staff communicate weather, emergency & schedule changes to teams**
Communication will be by radio to on-field volunteers. PA System will be used when available. In addition, we will utilize the website and the event Twitter hashtag, #USOPENCHAMPS. Check @MinnesotaUlt and @USAUltimate Twitter feeds for updates.

**Any other relevant information specific to your tournament, if applicable**
In the event of a lightning delay, seek shelter immediately. Tents and field pavilions are not adequate shelter. Seek shelter inside a vehicle or building.